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ACTIVITY
GUIDE
By Nikkie Sierra

Ten Pigs
by Derek Anderson

SONGS AND
RHYMES
TEN PIGS IN A TUB
Ten little piggies want in the tub,
But the first little piggy wants to be the only one.
Ten little piggies jump into the tub,
So, the first little piggy is not the only one.
One big wolf comes into the tub,
“Run” yell the piggies,
But where is piggy one?
One little piggy gets in the tub,
Now, piggy one gets to be the only one.
TEN LITTLE PIGGIES
One little, two little, three little piggies.
Four little, five little, six little piggies.
Seven little, eight little, nine little piggies.
Ten little piggies in the bath—tub.
THERE ARE BUBBLES IN THE AIR

Tune: “If You’re Happy and You Know It.”
By Jean Warren
There are bubbles in the air, in the air.
There are bubbles in my hair, in my hair.
There are bubbles in the air,
There are bubbles in my hair.
There are bubbles everywhere, everywhere!

COUNTING
ACTIVITY

TEMPLATE FOR TUB AND PIGS INCLUDED

SUPPLIES:
2 Pieces of Cardstock
Glue
Scissors or craft knife
Craft Sticks
Template cut out (can be laminated if you wish)

Directions:
1. Cut a slit in one of the pieces of card
stock.The slit should be big enough to
hold all the pigs, but short enough to fit
behind the tub.
2. Glue the two sheets of card stock
together around the edges. Leave the
page with the slit on top.
3. Place the tub over the slit in the page.
Make sure to leave the top open when
attaching it to the page.

4. Cut out pigs and glue them to craft stick ends. You can
cut your sticks in half so that they will not stick very far out
of the tub. You can also vary the lengths, so that you will
be able to see all the pigs when they are in the tub.
5. Insert the pigs one by one while counting. The sticks will
slide down in between the two sheets of card stock. Since
Ten Pigs features the pigs getting into the tub and then all
out of the tub, you could count first, while putting them into
the tub, and again while taking them out.

FELT OR MAGNET
BOARD ACTIVITY
*Use provided templates to cut out the characters from the story.
Either cut from felt, or print, laminate and add magnets. You
can use them in conjunction with the book or with the included
simplified version of the story.

TEN PIGS FELT
STORY
Once there was one pig and a rubber duck in a big tub. (Place pig and duck)
The pig was happy.
Then came pig two and a big beach ball. (Place the beach ball)
The first pig thought the tub was too small for two pigs, a ball and rubber duck.
Next, came pig three wearing a snorkel and the tub got fuller. (Place the snorkel)
Soon pig four showed up with an inner tube and the tub got fuller. (Place the inner tube)
Pig five showed up dressed up as pirate, waving a pirate flag. (Place pirate flag)
Pig six showed up in a big band hat and the tub got fuller. (Place band hat)
Pig seven showed up ready to launch a boat and wearing a sailor’s cap. (Place sailor’s
hat)
Pig eight brought a sand bucket into the tub. (Place sand bucket)
Pig nine brought a fishing pole and barely fit into the tub. (Place fishing pole)
Pig ten squeezed himself in with a surfboard. (Place surfboard)
Ten pigs are crammed into the tub! Let’s count all their things. (Count 1-10)
The pigs saw something coming and they left the tub, (Count backward 10-2)
But the pigs wondered where pig number one could be. (Remove all the items)
The tub was empty.
One WOLF got into the tub. (You can place the wolf with the pig under it)
The wolf was very happy, because the wolf was actually (Remove the wolf to expose
the pig)
Pig number one.
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TEMPLATES
*Make sure to print the tub and the felt templates in landscape mode for
the best size.

